This paper will combine biological findings in the visual cortex of some small mammals with the increasing evidence of feedback from the brain to the sensors to create a Feedback Pulse-Coupled Neural Network. The main advantage of this algorithm is that it extracts portions of the input information with each iteration. The input is eventually altered to a steady-state output. However, during transition the input at different iterations presents primitive information of the input.
THE FEEDBACK PULSE-COUPLED NEURAL NETWORK
The PCNN is an algorithm that is heavily based upon recent understandings by two independent groups of the visual cortex of small mammals. [Eckhorn, 90] [Rybak, 92] These recent investigations have produced the mechanisms as shown in Fig. 1 . The input stimulus is received by the feeding neuron. The internal activation neuron (potential) combines the feeding input with the inhibitory linking neuron. The internal activation neuron accumulates the signals until it surpasses a dynamic threshold. When the output neuron fires the result alters the threshold, the linking neuron, neighboring linking neurons, the feeding neuron and neighboring neurons. While the two research groups differ on the details the generalized understanding of the visual cortex is roughly displayed here.
The PCNN is based more closely on the Eckhorn model.
The PCNN can be a very powerful front-end processor for an image recognition system. This is not surprising since the PCNN is based on the biological version of a "preprocessor." The PCNN has the ability to extract edge information, texture information, and segment the image. This type of information is extremely useful in image recognition engines. The PCNN also has the advantage of being very generic. Very few changes (if any) to the PCNN are required to operate on different types of data. This is an advantage over previous image segmentation algorithms which generally require information about the target before they are effective.
As stated in section 1 the PCNN is based upon the system in Fig. 1 . The PCNN produces a dynamic output that contains edge, texture and segmentation information at different times. This is performed by continual iterations of the input and output signals using the following equations:
where F is the Feeding neurons, L is the Linking neurons, U is the internal activation, Y is the output and Θ is the dynamic threshold. The weight matrices M and W are local interconnections only. β is the weak linking constant and V is a large pulse constant. The three α terms are decay constants, and S is the input stimulus. All neurons are 0 at t < 0.
There are three major mechanisms inherent in the PCNN. The first mechanism is a dynamic neural threshold. The threshold, Θ, of each neuron significantly increases when the neuron fires, then the threshold level decays. When the threshold fall below the respective neuron's potential the neuron again fires which raises the threshold. This behavior continues which creates a pulse stream for each neuron.
The second mechanism is caused by the local interconnections between the neurons.
Neurons encourage their neighbors to fire only when they fire. Thus, if a group of neurons is close to firing then one neuron can trigger then entire group. Thus, similar segments of the image fire in unison. This creates the segmenting ability of the PCNN. The edges have differing neighboring activity than do the interior of the an object. Thus, the edges, which will still fire in unison, but will do so at different times than do the interior segments. Thus, the edges are isolated by this algorithm.
The third mechanism occurs after several iterations. The groupings tend to break in time. This "break-up" is dependent upon the texture within a segment. This is caused by minor differences that eventually propagate (in time) to alter the neural potentials. Thus, texture information becomes available.
The Feedback PCNN (FPCNN) sends the output information in an inhibitory fashion back to the input similar to the rat's olfactory system. The outputs are collected as a weighted time average, A, in a fashion similar to the computation of Θ except for a the constant V,
where VA is much lower than V. In our case, VA = 1.
The input is then modified by,
The FPCNN iterates on Eqns. 1 -7.
SAMPLE PROBLEMS
Two simple problems are shown to demonstrate the performance of the FPCNN.
The first problem used a simple square as the input image. Fig. 2 . displays both the input stimulus S and the output Y for a few iterations until the input stabilized.
At t=5 an output pulse has been generated by the FPCNN which is a square that is one pixel smaller than the original square on all four sides. At this point in the process the output of the FPCNN matches that of the PCNN. At this point the PCNN is beginning to separate the edges from the interior. For the case of the FPCNN the input will now experience feedback shunting that is not uniform for the entire input. This is the point where the PCNN and the FPCNN differ.
As the iterations continue the input goes from a continuous square to the edges of a square and finally to the four corners. The four corners will remain indefinitely. It is interesting to note that for the case of a solid triangle with unequal angles the same type of behavior occurs except that the corner with the smallest angle will dominate. The input goes from a solid triangle to a edge mostly triangle to the three corners to the dominant corner.
The second test to be shown is that of a square annulus. The results of this test are shown in Fig. 3 . This process took more iterations than the solid square so only a few are shown. For the first several iterations the behavior of the network mimics the solid square case. The edges become dominant. However, the steady state image is a bit more complicated than the four corners.
In order for the input to stabilize a few conditions must be met. First is that the input values must be contained above a threshold. In the input values fall too low, then the decay (α terms) will dominate and the input will eventually disappear. The second condition is that the output must completely enter into the multiple pulse realm. In this scenario all of the output elements are always on. This condition can be seen in the examples. When this occurs the feedback and the interconnections become constant in time.
In actuality, the outputs are the independent variables and it is the outputs that force all other fluctuations within the network. When the outputs stabilize there exists no other force within the network that can alter the input or any other network value.
OPTICAL SYSTEM
The optical design for the FPCNN is based upon the original optical design for the PCNN [Johnson, 93] . It consists of an SLM (spatial light modulator) which is a small distance removed from the focal plane. This displacement allows the data to be convolved with a Gaussian function which performs the interconnections required for the FPCNN.
The SLM contains the linking information. Thus, the passing of the convolved input information through the SLM performs the multiplications inherent in the algorithm.
Finally, the information is detected by a detector array and fed to a host computer. In the computer the threshold is applied and the next linking field is generated.
The change to this system for the FPCNN is the insertion of another SLM that will act as the inhibitory connections to the input. This optical design is shown in Fig. 4 . This SLM shunts the input light from the object. Basically, it contains an image proportional to A.
Calculations for the SLMs are performed within the host computer. These calculations are quite trivial compared to the convolution with the interconnection kernel.
Furthermore, common frame grabber boards have enough computational power to perform these computations quickly. Thus, this simple optical system is capable of performing several FPCNN iterations per second. This is a magnitude of order increase of the similar computations performed on a PowerMac -which takes several seconds per iteration.
SUMMARY
This paper has presented the FPCNN which is the combination of the PCNN and knowledge about the feedback mechanism of rats. The intention of the biological feedback is to get finer information from the input. The combination of the PCNN and shunting feedback (the FPCNN) creates this behavior for simple inputs. These tests were shown.
Finally, a modification to a simple PCNN optical system is proposed. This new optical system is capable of performing FPCNN calculations.
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